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Abstract—Quantitative histomor phometr y (QH) refer s to the
process of computationally modeling disease appear ance on digital pathology images. This procedure typically involves extr action
of hundreds of features, which may be used to predict disease
presence, aggressiveness, or outcome, from digitized images of
tissue slides. Due to the “ cur se of dimensionality” , constr ucting
a robust and inter pretable classifier is ver y challenging when
the dimensionality of the feature space is high. Dimensionality
reduction (DR) is one approach for reducing the dimensionality
of the feature space to facilitate classifier constr uction. When DR
is per for med, however, it can be challenging to quantify the contr ibution of each of the or iginal features to the final classification
or prediction result. I n QH it is often impor tant not only to create
an accur ate classifier of disease presence and aggressiveness, but
also to identify the features that contr ibute most substantially
to class separ ability. This feature tr ansparency is often a pre–
requisite for adoption of clinical decision suppor t classification
tools since physicians are typically resistant to opaque “ black
box” prediction models. We have previously presented a method
for scor ing features based on their impor tance for classification
on an embedding der ived via pr incipal components analysis
(PCA). However, nonlinear DR (NL DR), which is more useful
for many biomedical problems, involves the eigen–decomposition
of a kernel matr ix r ather than the data itself, compounding
the issue of classifier inter pretability. I n this paper we extend
our PCA–based feature scor ing method to ker nel PCA (K PCA).
We demonstr ate that our K PCA approach for evaluating feature
impor tance in nonlinear embeddings (FI NE) applies to sever al
popular NL DR algor ithms that can be cast as var iants of K PCA,
such as I somap and L aplacian eigenmaps. FI NE is applied to four
digital pathology datasets with 53–2343 features to identify key
QH features descr ibing nuclear or glandular ar r angements for
predicting the r isk of recur rence of breast and prostate cancer s.
M easures of nuclear and glandular architecture and clusteredness
were found to play an impor tant role in predicting the likelihood
of recur rence of both breast and prostate cancer s. Additionally,
FI NE was able to identify a stable set of features that provide
good classification accur acy on four publicly available datasets
from the NI PS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge. Compared to
the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index, FI NE was found to
yield more stable feature subsets that achieve higher classification
accur acy for most of the datasets considered.
I ndex Terms—Quantitative histomor phometr y, digital pathology, dimensionality reduction, feature selection.

I . I NTRODUCTI ON
Quantitative histomorphometry (QH) is the process of computationally modeling the appearance of disease on digital
pathology images via image–based features. QH approaches
typically involve the extraction of a large number of features
Copyright (c) 2010 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted.
However, permission to use this material for any other purposes must be
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describing the texture, color, and spatial arrangement of nuclei
and glands on digitized images of tissue slides [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6]. These features have been shown to be
useful in determining cancer aggressiveness [4], [5], [6] and
in predicting the likelihood of a patient’s cancer recurring
following treatment [3], [7]. Nevertheless, since it is typical
to extract hundreds or even thousands of features from digital
pathology images, the dimensionality of the feature space
poses a formidable challenge to the construction of robust
classifiers for predicting disease presence and aggressiveness.
These challenges have to do with the “ curse of dimensionality”
[8] and the “ curse of data sparsity” [9] since the number of
features is significantly larger than the number of training
exemplars (typically patient studies). A per–class sample–to–
feature ratio of 10:1 is generally recommended for building
reliable and generalizable classifiers and predictive models
[10].
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space
and thereby facilitate classifier construction, dimensionality
reduction (DR) is often performed [11], [12], [13], [14]. DR
involves transforming a high dimensional dataset into a low–
dimensional eigenspace; the resulting eigenvectors replace the
original features as inputs to the classifier. The rationale here
is that classifiers trained on features in a reduced dimensional
space are more robust and reproducible than classifiers constructed in the original high dimensional feature space. Additionally, since the reduced dimensional features capture most
of the data variance embedded in the original high dimensional
space, the reduced dimensional classifiers are no worse off in
terms of class discriminability than classifiers in the original
space. However, one major disadvantage of DR is the fact
that the new, transformed features tend to be divorced from
domain–specific meaning. Consequently, resulting classifiers
are opaque, and it is a challenge to identify which features
contribute most substantially to class discriminability. In problems involving clinical decision support for medical imaging
data, it is often important to not only be able to create an
accurate classifier of disease presence and aggressiveness, but
also to identify the features that contribute most substantially
to class separability. This feature transparency is often a prerequisite for adoption of clinical decision support classification
tools since physicians are typically resistant to opaque ” black
box” prediction models.
However, linear DR methods (e.g, principal components
analysis (PCA)) rely on Euclidean distances to estimate similarities between features and do not account for the inherent
nonlinear structures underlying most biomedical data. For
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high dimensional biomedical datasets, nonlinear DR (NLDR)
methods can capture the underlying nonlinear manifold structure of the data. As a result, classifiers modeled on the
NLDR representations have been shown to provide higher
class discrimination compared to the corresponding classifiers
trained off linear DR representations [15]. Since QH data is
inherently nonlinear, NLDR provides a superior embedding of
the data when compared to linear DR [6], [16], [17]. However,
whereas PCA involves the eigen decomposition of the data
itself, NLDR involves the eigen decomposition of a similarity
matrix instead. Consequently, compared to PCA, it is even
more difficult to reconcile the contributions of the individual
features to the low dimensional representations constructed via
NLDR schemes.
Apart from DR, feature selection is another approach to
reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and thereby
enable classifier construction. Feature selection methods include wrappers and embedded methods [18], which typically
involve selection of feature subsets that perform well in a
particular classifier training framework, and filters [19], [20],
which select features based on a variable ranking scheme.
Because wrappers and embedded methods utilize a learning
algorithm for feature selection, the selected features may not
perform well in conjunction with other classifiers. As a result,
these methods may not be ideal for relating which computer–
extracted features are most strongly associated with disease
appearance on digital pathology images. Instead, filter methods
are more robust against overfitting, providing more stable sets
of selected features [21]. However, one limitation of filters
is their inability to account for interactive effects among
features. Also, filter methods, as well as wrapper and ensemble
methods, may lead to a number of different “ optimal” feature
subsets that produce equally good classification results [9].
In this paper we present a new classification method that
relies on NLDR to overcome the curse of dimensionality but
that allows for identifying the relative contributions of the
individual features to the reduced dimensional manifold. This
is accomplished by developing a filter to rank high dimensional features based on the extent to which they contribute
to accurate classification in a low dimensional eigenspace
obtained via DR. Since feature ranking is performed in the
low–dimensional embedding space, which is more robust to
small data perturbations than the original high–dimensional
feature space, feature rankings are more stable than those
provided by traditional filter methods.
We have previously introduced Variable Importance in Projection (VIP), a variable ranking scheme to quantify the contributions of individual features to classification on an embedding
derived via PCA [22]. This variable ranking scheme exploits
the mapping between the original feature space and the data
in the PCA embedding space to quantify the contributions
of individual features. The challenge with directly extending
this idea to NLDR schemes is that NLDR involves the eigen–
decomposition of a kernelized form of the data. Furthermore,
this kernel need not be explicitly defined. Since there is no
closed–form expression for the mapping between the original
feature space and the embedding space, the reverse mapping
is also not defined.

In this paper we present a general approach, which we
call feature importance in nonlinear embeddings (FINE), for
ranking features based on their contributions to accurate classification in a low dimensional embedding space obtained via
NLDR. This is accomplished by approximating the mapping
between the data in the original feature space and the low
dimensional representation of the data obtained by kernel
PCA. Once this mapping has been estimated, the contributions
of individual features to classification can be computed in the
same manner as VIP. Furthermore, several NLDR schemes,
including Isomap [23] and Laplacian eigenmaps [24], have
been shown to be analagous to kernel PCA by simply modifying the kernel function [25]. In this work we show that
FINE can be applied to assess the importance of individual
features in disease characterization in the context of a variety
of different NLDR schemes. We apply FINE to four publicly
available datasets designed for benchmarking feature selection
algorithms. Additionally, we employ FINE to identify QH
features that are associated with disease aggressiveness and
outcome in the context of four different scenarios involving
breast and prostate cancer digitized tissue microarray and
whole slide images.
In the context of breast cancer, we focus on two problems
that relate to predicting treatment outcome and risk assessment
of estrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast cancers. The working hypothesis for the two breast cancer problems we address
in this paper is that computer–extracted features describing
cancer patterns in ER+ breast cancer tissue slides can predict
(a) which cancer patients will have recurrence following
treatment with tamoxifen and (b) risk category as determined
by a 21 gene expression assay called Oncotype DX. Oncotype
DX is a commercial assay that allows for prediction of which
patients would not benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy (identified as low risk patients) and which patients would benefit
from adjuvant chemotherapy (identified as high risk patients).
In the context of prostate cancer, we employ FINE to identify
computer–extracted image features of cancer patterns on tissue
images that are associated with risk of biochemical recurrence.
Toward this end, we look at QH features extracted from tissue
microarray images obtained from needle core biopsies and
whole mount radical prostatectomy specimens. For both breast
and prostate cancers, knowledge about which QH features are
most predictive of risk of recurrence could potentially lead
to improved disease characterization upon biopsy and better
planning of therapy in the adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings.
FINE provides the ability to identify key QH features that
contribute most substantially to class discriminability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
III we show how several DR algorithms can be formulated
in terms of eigenvalue problems, and in Section IV we
demonstrate how FINE serves as a general framework for
ranking features in terms of their contribution to class discrimination on low dimensional embeddings obtained by solving
an eigenvalue problem. In Section V FINE is (1) evaluated
in conjunction with four DR methods on publicly available
datasets from the NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge [26]
and (2) applied for feature discovery in four different digital
pathology scenarios involving breast and prostate cancer. In
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Section VI we present our results, which are further discussed
in Section VII. In Section VIII we present our concluding
remarks.
I I . REL ATED W ORK A ND N OV EL CONTRI BUTI ONS
A number of groups have applied DR to reduce the dimensionality of high dimensional biomedical data and thereby
construct more robust classifiers [11], [12], [13], [27], [28],
[29], [30]. These groups first extract a large number of features
from biomedical images or signals, apply DR to obtain a set of
low dimensional features, and use the newly derived features
as input to a classifier or predictive model. However, to the
best of our knowledge, these approaches have not attempted
to identify which of the original, high dimensional features
contribute most substantially to class discriminability in the
transformed, low–dimensional feature space.
Several groups have combined feature selection and DR in
a single optimization routine by achieving a sparse reconstruction of the high dimensional data [31], [32], [33]. Other groups
have employed more traditional feature selection routines (e.g.
sequential feature selection) in conjunction with NLDR to
preserve the structure of the embedding while eliminating
redundant features [34], [35], [36]. In both cases the number
of high dimensional features contributing to the embedding is
significantly decreased. Consequently, this makes the problem
of model interpretation in the low dimensional embedding
space a little more tractable. However, these approaches do
not permit interpretation or quantification of the contributions
of the selected features to class discriminability in the reduced
dimensional embedding space.
With regard to linear DR variants, methods for quantifying
the extent that individual, high dimensional features contribute
to classification on embeddings obtained via partial least
squares (PLS) and PCA exist. Chong and Jun introduced
the concept of variable importance in projections (VIP), a
measure of each feature’s contribution to classification on
a low dimensional embedding obtained via PLS [37]. We
extended VIP to PCA, employing VIP to identify computer–
extracted features that play an important role in detecting
prostate cancer on MRI [22]. However, VIP relies on the
mapping between the original feature space and the data
in the PCA embedding space to quantify the contributions
of individual features. When NLDR is performed, however,
this mapping is not explicitly defined, so the contributions
of individual features to classification in an NLDR–derived
embedding space cannot be determined using VIP.
The novel methodological contribution of this paper is the
extension of VIP to NLDR methods. Our new approach,
feature ranking in nonlinear embeddings (FINE), extends VIP
from PCA to KPCA. Since VIP exploits the mapping between
the original feature space and the data in the embedding
space, a mapping that is not defined in the context of KPCA,
FINE involves approximating this mapping so that feature
importance can be measured in the same manner as VIP.
Then, by substituting a similarity matrix in place of the
kernel matrix in KPCA, FINE is made applicable to NLDR
algorithms such as Isomap [23], Laplacian eigenmaps [24],

Symbol
A
X
U
V
T
Y
K
Z
L

Size
n
m
n
m
n m
n n
m m
n m
n m
n 1
n
n
n n
n m

Descr iption
Data matrix
Centered data matrix
Diagonal matrix of singular values
Matrix of eigenvectors
Matrix of right-singular vectors, or loadings
Diagonal matrixof eigenvalues
Principal components matrix
Class labels
Kernel matrix
Eigenvectors of kernel matrix
Graph Laplacian

TABLE I: List of common mathematical notation in this paper.
and locally linear embeddings [38]. An illustration of the
FINE method is shown in Figure 1. In general, the FINE
method involves performing DR to reduce the dimensionality
of high dimensional data, identifying key features, and using
the selected features identified by FINE to construct a robust
classifier.
In this work we leverage FINE to identify QH features
from digitized tissue images for (a) predicting the likelihood
of breast cancer recurrence following chemotherapy and (b)
predicting risk of prostate cancer biochemical recurrence following radical prostatectomy. For both of these problems, we
extract QH features describing nuclear texture, morphology,
and architecture from digitized tissue specimens (e.g., biopsy
samples, microarrays, surgical specimens). These features are
concatenated in a data matrix, and NLDR is performed.
Finally, FINE is used to identify the most useful features, and
these features are exploited in conjunction with a classifier to
predict disease outcome.
I I I . D I M ENSI ONA L I TY REDUCTI ON A S A N EI GENVA L UE
PROBL EM
In this section we review the existing theory showing how
several linear and nonlinear DR algorithms can be formulated
in terms of eigenvalue problems. A list of common mathematical notation used in the coming section is in Table I.
A. Eigenvalue Problems for Dimensionality Reduction
Given a matrix A 2 Rn m , the eigenvectors associated with
A can be found by solving an ordinary eigenvalue problem:
AU =

U;

(1)

where the columns of U are the eigenvectors associated with
A . This eigenvalue problem can be solved by using an iterative
technique or the singular value decomposition. According to
the singular value decomposition,
A = U V |;
n

n

(2)

are the left–singular vectors,
where the columns of U 2 R
or eigenvectors of the covariance matrix A | A ; the columns of
V 2 Rm m are the right–singular vectors, or eigenvectors of
the Gram matrix A A | ; and 2 Rn m is a diagonal matrix
whose diagonal entries are the singular values of A , or the
square roots of the eigenvalues shared by both the covariance
and Gram matrices.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of modules comprising FINE to identify key features in a high dimensional dataset: First a large number
m of features (typically far greater than the number of patient samples n) are extracted, DR is performed to reduce the
dimensionality of the data to h. FINE is then leveraged to identify key features. The predictive power of these key features is
then evaluated via a logistic regression classifier.
Many DR algorithms, including PCA, PLS, Isomap, and
their kernelized versions, involve solving an eigenvalue problem to find an optimal subspace to embed the data. Below we
review how several popular DR methods can be formulated as
eigenvalue problems [39].
1) Principal Components Analysis: Consider a centered
data matrix X 2 Rn m , whose rows represent n samples and
whose columns represent m features. PCA involves solving
eq. (1) in the case that A = X . This problem can be solved
by the SVD as

2) Kernel PCA: Whereas both PCA and PLS only take
into account linear relationships among features, kernel PCA
(KPCA) involves a nonlinear mapping of the data. Kernel PCA
involves the eigen decomposition of a centered kernel matrix
K , as follows:
K = Z Z|:
Thus, the principal components of K are contained in
1

T = KZ2:
(3)

X = U V|
or, alternatively, the eigen decomposition of X | X :
X |X = U U |:

(4)

Here
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are
the eigenvalues of X | X . Letting T = U , the principal
components of X are the columns of T , the scores matrix
containing the projection of the original data into the PCA
embedding space. V is the loadings matrix, whose elements
describe the correlation between the scores and the original
features. Thus,
X = T V |;

(5)

and T = X V since V | V = I .
When DR is desired, only a subset of the eigenvectors are
used to reconstruct the data. Thus,
X

T h V h| ;

where h 2 N; h < m, T h 2 Rn

h

, and V h 2 Rm

(6)
h

.

(7)

(8)

In KPCA the kernel matrix K does not need to be explicitly
defined. Rather, K can be defined in the dual form:
K ij = <

(x i ); (x j ) > :

(9)

Consequently, K can represent any kernel, such as a Gaussian
or radial basis function kernel, or a distance or similarity
matrix.
B. NLDR Methods as Variants of KPCA
Many NLDR algorithms, including Isomap, Laplacian
eigenmaps, and locally linear embeddings (LLE), involve the
eigen decomposition of a similarity matrix. Here we review
how these three NLDR algorithms can be formulated as
variants of KPCA [39].
1) Isomap: Isomap [23] involves creating a neighborhood
graph by using K nearest neighbors or –neighborhoods to
determine a set of neighboring points associated with each datapoint. Then, Isomap estimates the geodesic distances d(i ; j )
between points i and j on the graph by computing the shortest
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path between points. Thus, we obtain the kernel matrix K
whose elements are
K i j = d(i ; j ):

(10)

Since all elements of K are positive, K must be centered
before Isomap can be solved by eq. (7) as a variant of KPCA.
2) Laplacian Eigenmaps: Given a neighborhood graph constructed using K nearest neighbors or –neighborhoods, Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) [24] determines an optimal manifold
representation of the data by computing the graph Laplacian
L:
8P
jxi
xj j2
>
2 2
>
e
if i = j
< i 6= j
jx i xj j2
Lij =
2 2
if i 6
= j :
e
>
>
:
0
else
Laplacian eigenmaps is equivalent to KPCA such that K =
L y , where y denotes the pseudo–inverse.
3) Locally Linear Embeddings: LLE [38] constructs a
neighborhood–preserving mapping by computing the Euclidean distances D i j between points and their nearest neighbors, creating a local covariance matrix C :
1
(D i + D j
2

Cij =

Dij

X

D i j ):

(11)

m ax I

M:

(12)

1

the w i = P j Ci j 1 are the linear coefficients that optimally
ij
ij
reconstruct x i from its nearest neighbors.
I V. CA L CUL ATI NG FEATURE I M PORTA NCE
In this section we review how the variable importance
in projection (VIP) score allows for feature weighting and
ranking based on their contributions to classification within
a linearly–derived embedding. Then we discuss our extension
to VIP that enables the computation of FINE scores when the
embedding is derived using an NLDR scheme.
A. Variable Importance in Projections (VIP)
The importance of an individual feature to classification
on an embedding depends on two factors: how much each
eigenvector contributes to the embedding, and how much
each feature contributes to each eigenvector. All of the DR
algorithms discussed in Section III provide a projection matrix
T and a loadings matrix V . The features that contribute most
to the i th dimension of the embedding are those with the
largest weights in the i th loading vector. Thus, the fraction
vj i
jjv i jj
th

2

y = T bT ;

reveals how much the j th feature contributes to the
i principal component in the low–dimensional embedding.
The overall importance of the j th feature depends also on (a)
the regression coefficients bi , which relate the transformed data
back to the class labels, and (b) the transformed data t i . The

(14)

which correlates the scores with the outcome vector y .
For DR methods that are intrinsically unsupervised, the
exploitation of class labels in computing the VIP score leads
to the identification of features that provide good class discrimination in the embedding space. The degree to which a
feature contributes to classification in the transformed space is
directly proportional to its associated VIP score. Thus, features
with VIP scores near 0 have little predictive power, and the
features with the highest VIP scores contribute the most to
class discrimination on the embedding.
Alternatively, VIP scores can be normalized to the interval
[0; 1] as follows:
^j =

Here I is anPidentity matrix and M = (I W )(I W T ), where
C

where m is the number of features in the original, high–
dimensional feature space, t i is the i th principal component
vector, and v i is the i th loading vector. The bi are the
coefficients that solve the regression equation

ij

LLE is equivalent to KPCA such that
K =

variable importance in projections (VIP) score is computed for
each feature as follows:
v
u P
2
u
h
v
b2i t Ti t i j j vj ii j j
u
i
=
1
t m
;
(13)
Ph
j =
2 T
i = 1 bi t i t i

2
j

:
(15)
m
Pm
When the VIP scores are normalized in this way, j = 1 ^ j =
1. Consequently, ^ j is the fraction that feature j contributes to
classification in the embedding space compared to the entire
feature set. Furthermore, the aggregate VIP score associated
with a feature subset J
f 1; :::; mg can be calculated as
^J =

1 X
m

2
j :

(16)

j 2J

B. Feature Importance in Nonlinear Embeddings (FINE)
The expression for computing the importance of features
according to eq. (13) relies on the loadings matrix V . For
KPCA and its variants (e.g., Isomap, Laplacian eigenmaps,
and locally linear embeddings) V is not defined because the
transformed data is not directly related to the original data,
but only to the kernel matrix (see eq. (7)). Furthermore, the
mapping
: X ! K that relates the kernel matrix to
the original data is not necessarily computed, as
is only
implicitly defined.
Nevertheless, combining equations (5) and (8) yields
T

1

X = KZ2V ;
Thus, without explicit knowledge of
follows:
VT
0

(17)
, we can estimate V as

1

(K Z 2 ) y X :
1
2

y T

(18)

Approximating V as V = X ((K Z ) ) facilitates the computation of the feature importance in nonlinear embeddings
(FINE) using eq. (13).
T
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Title
Madelon
Arcene
Dexter
Gisette

Topic
Random data
Cancer detection
Text filtering
Handwritten digit recognition

Features
500
10,000
20,000
5000

Feature Type
Synthetic
Protein expression
Word frequencies
Pixel values

Tr aining Samples
2000
100
300
6000

Testing Samples
600
100
300
1000

TABLE II: Description of four publicly available datasets used in this paper.
Dataset
S1
S2
S3
S4

Obj ective
Predict recurrence of ER+
breast cancer based on
tissue microarrays
Classify high/low OncotypeDX
scores on biopsy samples from
breast cancer patients
Predict post-prostatectomy
biochemical recurrence on
whole mounts
Predict biochemical recurrence of
prostate cancer on tissue microarrays
during active surveillance

Tr aining Samples

Testing Samples

Features

36

12

53

106

34

2343

30

10

242

34

10

242

Feature Type
Nuclear
graph–based,
texture
Nuclear
shape,
texture
Glandular
graph–based,
texture
Nuclear
graph–based,
texture

TABLE III: Description of datasets used in this paper to address four digital pathology problems. ER=estrogen receptor.
V. EX PERI M ENTA L D ESI GN
A. Datasets
1) Publicly Available Datasets: In order to evaluate FINE
in terms of its ability to identify a feature subset that (a)
is stable and (b) provides good classification accuracy, we
chose the NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge datasets
because they all suffer from the “ curse of dimensionality” .
All of these datasets have been made publicly available as
benchmarking datasets for feature selection algorithms. The
NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge included five datasets,
all involving binary classification problems; we used the
four datasets that contain non–binary features. More details
regarding these four datasets can be found in Table II.
2) Predicting Breast Cancer Recurrence Based on Tissue
Microarrays: Tissue microarrays were obtained from a cohort of 48 patients with ER+ breast cancer who underwent
chemotherapy, some of whom experienced recurrence and
some of whom remained recurrence–free (see Table III). A
total of 53 QH features were extracted from tissue microarrays
stained with hematoxylin and eosin. These features included
quantitative descriptors of Voronoi, Delaunay, and minimum
spanning tree graphs connecting nuclei within each of the
individual tissue cylinders (see Figure 2). FINE is leveraged
to identify which of the QH features are most useful for
predicting recurrence risk.
3) Predicting OncotypeDX Risk Categories on Whole
Slides: QH features were extracted from whole slide tissue
biopsy images obtained from a cohort of 140 subjects (see
Table III) for whom OncotypeDX recurrence risk scores were
known (OncotypeDX risk scores of 0–18 indicate low risk,
19–30 indicate intermediate risk, and 30–99 indicate high risk
of recurrence). Biopsy samples were stained with hematoxylin
and eosin and digitized. 2343 QH features describing the texture and shape of nuclei were computed on digital pathology
(see Figure 2). FINE is leveraged to identify which of the
QH features are most useful for classifying low versus high
OncotypeDX scores, a surrogate predictor of recurrence risk.

4) Predicting Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Cancer
Based on Tissue Whole Mounts: Tissue whole mounts were
acquired from 40 subjects with biopsy–confirmed prostate
cancer who underwent radical prostatectomy and were followed for at least five years afterwards. Tissue whole mounts
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and a total of 56
cancer regions were delineated on digitized whole mounts.
Finally, 242 graph–based features describing nuclear arrangements on pathology that were previously shown to be useful
for prostate cancer characterization [3] were extracted from
each cancerous region. These features included quantitative
descriptors of Voronoi, Delaunay, and minimum spanning tree
graphs connecting nuclei on digital pathology (see Figure 2);
architectural features describing cell clusteredness; Fourier descriptors quantifying nuclear morphology; and texture features
computed based on co–occurrence matrices. FINE is leveraged
to identify which of the QH features are most useful for
predicting risk of biochemical recurrence within five years of
radical prostatectomy since biochemical recurrence is a major
risk factor for poor outcome in prostate cancer patients [40].

5) Predicting Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Cancer Based on Tissue Microarrays: Tissue microarrays were
acquired from 44 subjects with biopsy–confirmed prostate
cancer participating in an active surveillance protocol. Tissue
was stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and a total of 242
graph–based features describing glandular arrangements on
pathology were extracted from the microarrays (see Table
III, Figure 2). These features included quantitative descriptors
of Voronoi, Delaunay, and minimum spanning tree graphs
connecting glands on digital pathology; architectural features
describing gland arrangements; Fourier descriptors quantifying
gland morphology; and texture features computed based on
co–occurrence matrices. FINE is leveraged to identify which
of the QH features are most useful for predicting risk of
biochemical recurrence.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Fig. 2: Digital pathology and feature representations. For dataset S1 a representative patch of histology is shown in (a);
segmented nuclei are illustrated in (b); and Voronoi and Delaunay graphs constructed based on the nuclei are shown in (c) and
(d), respectively. For dataset S2 a representative patch of histology is shown in (e); segmented nuclei are illustrated in (f); and
texture representations of the histology are shown in (g) and (h). For dataset S3 a representative patch of histology is shown
in (i); segmented nuclei are illustrated in (j); and Voronoi and Delaunay graphs constructed based on the nuclei are shown in
(k) and (l), respectively. For dataset S4 a representative patch of histology is shown in (m); segmented glands are illustrated
in (n); and Voronoi and Delaunay graphs constructed based on the glands are shown in (o) and (p), respectively.
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B. Parameter Estimation and Embedding Construction
Some of the publicly available datasets evaluated in this
paper contained hundreds or thousands of instances. As a
result, it was necessary to randomly sample a small number of
instances to construct the embeddings, which can be computationally intractable when the number of instances is too high.
Consequently, 50 rounds of boostrapping were performed. For
the NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge datasets 75% of
the instances, up to a maximum of 100 instances, were randomly selected during each round of bootstrapping to construct
the embedding and tune parameters. For the digital pathology
datasets, a class–balanced set of approximately 75% of the
instances were sampled during each round of bootstrapping to
train the classifier, and the remaining instances were used to
evaluate the classifier.
FINE was implemented to identify key contributors to
classification on embeddings obtained via PCA, Isomap, LE,
and LLE. Parameters associated with these DR methods—the
intrinsic dimensionality parameter h, which is used in all three
embeddings; K , which is used to create a neighborhood graph
for Isomap, LE, and LLE; and , which is needed to compute
the graph Laplacian for LE—were chosen to reduce residual
variance [23]:
1

(D E ; D G ):

(19)

Here D E is a matrix of Euclidean distances between points
in the low–dimensional embedding, D G is the DR algorithm’s
estimate of point–wise distances (e.g., for Isomap D G = K ),
and denotes the linear correlation coefficient. Finally, PCA,
Isomap, LE, and LLE embeddings were constructed using the
parameter values chosen by minimizing eq. (19).

D. Performance Evaluation Measures
The feature selection performance of FINE was evaluated
in comparison to three filter methods commonly used for
FS: the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index [41]. Evaluation
was performed to assess (a) stability and (b) classification
accuracy associated with selected feature subsets. Stability
was evaluated by the Jaccard index [42], which measures the
degree of overlap between feature sets:
J (J 1 ; J 2 ) =

jJ 1 \ J 2 j
;
jJ 1 [ J 2 j

(20)

f 1; :::; mg and J 2
f 1; :::; mg are two feature
where J 1
subsets. If a feature selection algorithm is stable, repeated
implementations will lead to similar feature subsets and J
close to 1.
Additionally, classification accuracy associated with feature
subsets selected by the FINE method was evaluated in conjunction with LR, SVM, and RF classifiers. Based on the
prediction results obtained from these classifiers, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated, and the area
under the ROC curve (AUC) was used to evaluate classifier
accuracy in conjunction with different feature subsets. For the
NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge datasets, the classifiers
were evaluated on a dedicated validation set provided by
the Challenge. For the digital pathology datasets, a class–
balanced set of up to 75% of the instances were sampled
during each round of bootstrapping to train the classifier, and
the remaining instances were used as independent data to
evaluate the classifier.
V I . EX PERI M ENTA L RESULTS A ND D I SCUSSI ON
A. Publicly Available Datasets

C. Classifier Training
Once embeddings were constructed, FINE scores were
computed, and the features associated with the highest FINE
scores were selected. Because a samples–to–features ratio of
10:1 is generally recommended to build a robust classifier
[10], the number of selected features was limited to one
tenth of the number of samples in the training dataset. Then,
within the same boostrapping rounds, classifiers were trained
in conjunction with the features selected by FINE. It is
important to note that the objective of FINE is not merely
to select features that maximize classification accuracy, but
rather to identify a stable set of features that also provide
good class discriminability. Consequently, our focus was less
on constructing the most accurate classifier and more on
identifying features that could yield stable and reproducible
classifiers. The logistic regression classifier employs linear regression when the outcome variable is binomially distributed;
thus, it allows the features themselves to drive classification.
Due to its simplicity, the logistic regression classifier was
chosen to evaluate classifier accuracy associated with features
selected by FINE. Additionally, we evaluated the classification
accuracy associated with the selected features in conjunction
with two other classifiers: a support vector machine (SVM)
with a radial basis function kernel (scale factor = 1) and a
random forest (RF) with 50 trees.

1) Madelon: Figure 3 displays the AUC and J values
associated with feature subsets selected by the t–test, Fisher
score, Gini index, and FINE. Feature subsets obtained via
the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index were highly unstable
(J = 0:04 in all cases), varying considerably between rounds
of bootstrapping. In contrast, J associated with FINEPCA ,
FINEIsomap, and FINELE was slightly higher (0.06–0.07), and
the features obtained via FINELLE were moderately stable,
yielding J = 0:22. Regardless of classification method (LR,
SVM or RF), the top ranking features selected by FINEPCA ,
FINEIsomap, FINELE and FINELLE outperform the embedding
vectors themselves, providing AUC values between 0.55 and
0.65 while leveraging only 13–16 features. In contrast, the
AUC values yielded by feature sets selected via the Gini index,
Fisher score, or t–test ranged from 0.54 to 0.56, with the
highest AUC values relying on 97 features.
2) Arcene: In spite of the high dimensionality of this protein expression dataset, all feature selection methods provided
the same perfect stability (J = 1), although the top–ranking
features were different for each feature selection algorithm.
When the embedding vectors were used in conjunction with
classifiers, PCA provided AUC values as high as 0.77–0.79,
higher than any other method. However, features selected
based on FINEPCA were no better than random guessing.
Whereas the Gini index and t–test provided AUC values
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Dataset
Madelon
Arcene
Dexter
Gisette

h PCA
36
15
6
6

h ISO
4
5
2
2

h LE
24
40
7
14

h LLE
1
1
19
47

TABLE IV: Average value of the intrinsic dimensionality parameter h, selected via residual variance minimization, for four
NIPS datasets and four dimensionality reduction algorithms.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: AUC and Jaccard index associated with four dimensionality reduction algorithms, the top five features selected based
on FINE scores, and three common feature selection algorithms for NIPS datasets (a) Madelon, (b) Arcene, (c) Dexter, and
(d) Gisette. Data points are shown for three classification methods: logistic regression (black outline), support vector machine
(green outline), and random forest (red outline) classifiers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: AUC and Jaccard index associated with four dimensionality reduction algorithms, the top five features selected based
on FINE scores, and three common feature selection algorithms for pathology datasets (a) S1 , (b) S2 , (c) S3 , and (d) S4 . Data
points are shown for three classification methods: logistic regression (black outline), support vector machine (green outline),
and random forest (red outline) classifiers.
between 0.69 and 0.77, the Fisher score, FINEIsomap, and
FINELE yielded AUC values between 0.6 and 0.7.
3) Dexter: Feature subsets selected via all four FINE
methods and the Fisher score were highly unstable, probably
due to the fact that this is a sparse dataset with 20,000 features.
Surprisingly, both the Gini index and the t–test yielded fairly
stable datasets (J = 0:39 and J = 0:13, respectively).
Due to the constraint of a 10:1 samples–to–features ratio, a
maximum of 30 features were selected. As a result, AUC
values ranged between 0.5 and 0.55 for almost all feature
selection algorithms. The only exception was the Gini index,
which led to feature sets associated with AUC values as high
as 0.87–0.92, depending on the classifier used.
4) Gisette: The feature subset selected based on FINELE
was associated with J = 0:99, whereas feature subsets

selected via FINEPCA , FINEIsomap, and FINELLE, as well as
the Fisher score, were highly unstable. When up to 300
features were selected, AUC values ranging from 0.91 to 0.95
were achieved for all four FINE methods, as well as for the
Gini index, Fisher score, and t–test. Regardless of the DR
algorithm, FINE–based feature subset selection led to higher
AUC values than the embedding vectors themselves.

B. Predicting Breast Cancer Recurrence Based on Tissue
Microarrays
Figure 4 displays the values of J associated with feature
subsets selected by the t–test, Fisher score, Gini index, and
FINE. For dataset S1 , the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index
provided moderately stable feature sets. Whereas FINELLE,
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Dataset

DR M ethod

h

PCA

5

Isomap

5

S1
LE

5

LLE

23

PCA

5

Isomap

5

S3
LE

5

LLE

5

Top 5 Features
Low Hosoya index
High Hosoya index
Intermediate Hosoya index
Mean NN in 50–pixel radius
Disorder of distance to 7 NN
Disorder of distance to 7 NN
Mean NN in 50–pixel radius
SD of NN in 50–pixel radius
High Hosoya index
Low Hosoya index
Disorder of distance to 7 NN
Mean NN in 50–pixel radius
SD of NN in 50–pixel radius
High Hosoya index
Intermediate Hosoya index
Low Hosoya index
High Hosoya index
Intermediate Hosoya index
Delaunay triangle area min/max
Delaunay triangle side length min/max
Fourier descriptor 5 SD
Delaunay side length min/max
Mean tensor correlation
Invariant moment 1 min/max
SD of distance to 3 NN
Mean information measure 1
SD of contrast variance
SD of intensity variance
Mean NN in 40–pixel radius
Perimeter ratio SD
Fourier descriptor 1 min/max
Tensor contrast energy SD
Tensor contrast energy range
SD of entropy
Invariant moment 6 min/max
Fourier descriptor 7 mean
Fourier descriptor 9 min/max
Fourier descriptor 7 SD
Invariant moment 6 min/max
Invariant moment 5 min/max

Dataset

DR M ethod

h

PCA

5

Isomap

5

LE

7

LLE

5

PCA

6

Isomap

5

LE

5

LLE

21

S2

S4

Top 5 Features
Area
Filled area
Convex area
Gray level10 SD RGB
Gray level 55 SD RGB
Area
Filled area
Convex area
Gabor 90 mean RGB
Gabor 88 mean RGB
Area
Filled area
Convex area
Gray level 10 SD RGB
Gray level 55 SD RGB
Area
Filled area
Convex area
Gray level 10 SD RGB
Gray level 55 SD RGB
Invariant moment 3 min/max
Invariant moment 4 min/max
Mean connected component size
Invariant moment 7 mean
Invariant moment 5 min/max
Invariant moment 5 SD
Fourier descriptor 8 mean
Delaunay triangle area min/max
Invariant moment 5 mean
Mean connected component size
Invariant moment 3 min/max
Invariant moment 4 min/max
Invariant moment 6 SD
Fourier descriptor 10 mean
Fourier descriptor 8 SD
Fourier descriptor 8 median
Invariant moment 7 median
Fourier descriptor 9 median
Invariant moment 2 min/max
Delaunay triangle area min/max

TABLE V: Average h and top features selected by FINE in conjunction with four DR methods for each of the pathology
datasets (obtained by voting across 50 bootstrapping rounds). NN=nearest neighbors, SD=standard deviation.
FINEIsomap, and FINELE provided low to moderately stable
feature subsets, FINEPCA provided higher stability (J = 0:5).

AUC values obtained by using the selected features in conjunction with LR, SVM, and RF classifiers are shown in Figure
4. The top ranking features selected by FINEPCA and FINELLE
perform on par with features selected by the Gini index, t–test
and Fisher score, yielding AUC values between 0.8 and 0.83.
For all four DR methods, the top–ranking features selected by
FINE provided higher AUC values than the embedding vectors
themselves. The top–ranking features selected by FINEPCA ,
FINEIsomap, FINELE, and FINELLE were similar, including the
number of subgraphs with low, intermediate, and high Hosoya
indices and local measures of cell clusteredness (see Table V).
Hosoya features are closely associated with cell clusteredness
since the Hosoya index measures connectedness of subgraphs
representing clusters of cells. Since highly proliferative tumors
tend to manifest more closely clustered cells, cell clusteredness
is closely related with proliferation, which is highly predictive
of recurrence risk for breast cancer [43].

C. Predicting OncotypeDX Risk Categories on Whole Slides
For dataset S2 , J associated with feature subsets selected
by the t–test, Fisher score, Gini index, and FINE remains
consistently below 0.27 (see Figure 4). Nevertheless, FINEPCA ,
FINEIsomap, FINELE, and FINELLE all provide higher stability
than the comparative strategies, with J ranging from 0.64–
0.91. The stability of feature rankings obtained via FINE can
be attributed to the robustness of the data embedding in the low
dimensional space. FINEPCA provides the most stable feature
subset, followed by FINEISO, FINELE, and FINELLE.
AUC values obtained by using the selected features in
conjunction with three types of classifiers are shown in Figure
4. By selecting feature subsets comprised of three features or
less, FINE provided AUCs ranging between 0.75–0.76, higher
than the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index. As was the case
with dataset S1 , the histomorphometric features ranked highest
by FINE were relatively independent of DR scheme. In fact,
the top three features were always nuclear area, convex area,
and filled area, as nuclear area tends to be higher in patients
with high OncotypeDX risk scores (see Figure 5). Two Gabor
features were found useful in conjunction with Isomap, while
two attributes of gray level histograms were useful in con-
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Fig. 5: Heatmaps of the three top–ranking features selected via FINE for dataset S2 .
junction with PCA, LE, and LLE (see Table V). Interestingly,
these features are all part of the Bloom Richardson grading
lexicon (nuclear pleomorphism and chromatin patterns) [44],
and grade has been shown to be one of the strongest predictors
of disease outcome in ER+ breast cancers [45]. Hence, the
results from FINE are biologically intuitive.
D. Predicting Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Cancer
Based on Tissue Whole Mounts
For dataset S3 , feature subsets selected based on FINE
scores provided high stability, with J values ranging from
0.64–0.74. In contrast, feature subsets selected based on the
t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index were substantially lower
(see Figure 4). The top ranking features selected by FINEPCA ,
FINEIsomap, FINELE, and FINELLE perform on par with features selected by the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index
and the embedding vectors themselves. For this dataset the
AUC values ranged from 0.52–0.64 depending on the classifier
used. These AUC values are similar to AUC values previously
reported for this problem. For example, Lee et al. [3] reported
AUC values of 0.56–0.67 for predicting biochemical recurrrence risk after radical prostatectomy for treating prostate
cancer. Only when histomorphometric features were combined
with proteomic features obtained via mass spectrometry to
predict biochemical recurrence risk following radical prostatectomy were higher AUC values of 0.74–0.93 achieved [11],
[46].
The five top–ranking histomorphometric features were similar for FINEPCA , FINELE, and FINELLE and included primarily morphological features: Fourier descriptors, invariant moments, and tensor features (see Table V). FINEIsomap, however,
returned a very different feature set that included three texture
features and two features describing glandular architecture.
These features were previously found to be useful for predicting prostate cancer aggressiveness on pathology [47]. Prostate
cancer aggressiveness is a part of the Kattan nomogram for
predicting the risk of biochemical recurrence of prostate cancer
[48], so it is reasonable that these features would be useful
for predicting the risk of biochemical recurrence of prostate
cancer.

Fig. 6: Kaplan–Meier survival curves (p = 0:02) obtained
using the five top–ranking features selected by FINE to predict
the likelihood of recurrence–free survival in cohort S4 .

E. Predicting Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Cancer
Based on Tissue Microarrays
For dataset S4 , FINEPCA and FINELE are associated with
J ranging between 0.22–0.26 (see Figure 4), although J
associated with feature subsets selected based on the Fisher
score were more stable. As was the case with datasets S1
and S2 , FINEPCA and FINELLE provided more stable feature
subsets than FINEIsomap and FINELE.
The top ranking features selected by FINEPCA , FINEIsomap,
FINELE and FINELLE provided AUC values ranging from 0.540.64, on par with the t–test, Fisher score, and Gini index (AUC
range: 0.57–0.67). The top–ranking histomorphometric features were relatively similar for all DR schemes; they included
a combination of Fourier descriptors, invariant moments, and
several morphological features computed via a cell graph (see
Table V). These features were previously shown to be useful
for predicting biochemical recurrence of prostate cancer [49].
In addition to assessing AUC values, Kaplan–Meier survival
analysis [50] was also performed for this dataset (see Figure
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6) since the time until recurrence was available for all subjects who experienced biochemical recurrence. Kaplan–Meier
survival probabilities, calculated as the ratio of the number
of subjects who remain event–free to the total number of
study subjects, are useful for measuring the fraction of subjects
who remain recurrence–free at any given time after treatment.
Kaplan–Meier survival curves that stratify patients based upon
their risk of developing biochemical recurrence are shown
in Figure 6. These survival curves were computed using a
logistic regression classifier trained on the five top–ranking
histomorphometric features. The difference between the two
survival curves is statistically significant (p = 0.02), according
to the log–rank test.
V I I . CONCL UDI NG REM A RK S
In this paper we present FINE, a novel approach for
overcoming the curse of dimensionality and data sparsity.
FINE enables performing dimensionality reduction without
compromising on the interpretability of the classifier in the
reduced feature space. By ranking features based on the
strengths of their contributions to classification in a reduced
feature subspace obtained via nonlinear dimensionality reduction, FINE can be used for feature selection, much as any
other filter method is used for feature selection. However, it
is important to note that FINE is very different from other
filters. Firstly, FINE is the only filter that ranks features based
on their roles in (a) defining the geometry of a non–linearly
derived embedding and (b) driving accurate classification.
Secondly, the feature subsets provided by FINE tended to be
more stable than feature subsets selected using other filter
methods. Whereas PCA is relatively robust to small data
perturbations, NLDR algorithms minimize the contribution of
outliers by basing the geometry of the embedding on locally
connected neighborhoods. As a result, the stability of the low–
dimensional embeddings tends to translate into more stable
feature subset selection. Thirdly, whereas many filters can be
used for feature selection, FINE can also be used for feature
discovery post facto. That is, once DR has already been done
and/or a classifier has already been constructed in a low dimensional embedding space, FINE provides insight into which
of the original, high dimensional features actually contributed
most prominently to classification in the embedding space.
We note that our study did have its limitations. Firstly, since
FINE ranks features based on their contributions to classification on an embedding, it is possible and even probable
that highly correlated or redundant features may contribute
greatly to classification on an embedding. As a result, features
selected based on their FINE scores may be correlated and
redundant. This problem can be overcome by the introduction
of a redundancy term that penalizes the selection of redundant
features. Secondly, we did not leverage FINE to quantify the
roles that groups of features derived from digital pathology
(e.g., architectural features versus texture features or graph–
based features) play in predicting biochemical recurrence [46].
Such an analysis would provide insight into what types of
features should be focused on in quantitative histomorphometry. Another possible avenue for future work is to extend

FINE to embeddings obtained by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem (e.g., canonical correlation analysis, weighted
extensions of principal component analysis). In spite of these
limitations, we have presented a new method for performing
DR without compromising on classifier interpretability, and we
have demonstrated its role in the context of building robust
classifiers for prognosis prediction for an array of digital
pathology problems.
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